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ConDitionAl strUCtUres in the historiCAl 
AnD moDern tUrKish lAngUAge1

Ö. yaylaGül üSTüNel UDC 811.512.161

Чтобы изучать и преподавать турецкий язык, важно знать особенности условных конструк-
ций. Основным условным показателем в турецком языке является морфема {–sA(r)}. в ту-
рецком языке средства выражения условия используются с X века, на увеличение их ко-
личества повлияли переводы религиозных текстов. Средства qaltı, qalı, apam, birök, inçip 
являются исконными. С XI века персидские условные показатели ägär, gär и некоторые 
другие начинают вытеснять турецкие. Они использовались в условных предложениях без 
{–sA}, особенно в анатолийских текстах XIII-Xv вв. Однако {–sA(r)} продолжает играть роль 
условного показателя в турецком языке.

Ключевые слова: условные структуры, турецкий язык, функциональная грамматика, из-
менение языка, наклонение, модальность.
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It is important to know in Turkish conditional structures for learning and teaching of Turkish 
language. Data were collected through the analysis of 115 texts from historical and Modern 
Turkish area. Text analysis was implemented when grammars were not sufficient for some 
modern Turkish dialects. results showed that main conditional marker of Turkish language is 
morphem {–sA(r)}. In Turkish language, lexical conditional markers have been used since the Xth 
century. especially through religious text translation from such different languages as Chinese 
the number of lexical conditional markers in Turkish language has increased. These lexical 
conditional markers such as qaltı, qalı, apam, birök, inçip, and so on are conditional markers 
of Turkish origin. Beginning with the XIth century, in islamic texts, ägär, gär etc. conditional 
markers that belong to Persian language, have substituted for those of Turkish origin. These 
conditional markers especially in XIII-Xvth century anatolian texts were used for conditional 
sentences without {–sA}. But {–sA(r)}, has continued to play a part of conditional marker in 
Turkish language. Sometimes morphem {-A} was also used in lieu of {-sA(r)}. Similarly, there are 
some structures in spoken Turkish does not carry {–sA(r)} that arised in  recent years.
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language is a reflection of thought� 
Conditionals are language structures that 
indicate openly how thought process works� 
according to Sanford «we use conditionals to 
decide what to do� we also use conditionals 
to decide what to believe, whether or not 
the belief is immediately relevant to any 
prospective alternative for action» [1]� 
Conditionals were fırst studied in the fields 
of philosophy and logic and followed by 
psychologists and mathematicians� linguists 
have shown interest in conditionals relatively 
recently� Conditional sentences belong to the 
category of adverbial subordinate clauses 
together with temporal clauses, reason 
clauses, concessives, and others [2]� Such 
terms as ‘conditional’, ‘temporal’, ‘causal’, 
and ‘concessive’ are pieces of terminological 
inventory of traditional grammar that is used for 
the description of adverbial clauses [3]� these 
adverbial clauses may serve similar functions 
in some languages� according to ferguson et 
al�, «conditional markers are most commonly 
particles, clitics, or affixes, and these are most 
commonly placed in or next to the if-clause� 
these «diacritics» may be semantically 
opaque or in varying degrees transparent��� in 
some languages the if marker is related to or 
identical with ‘when’ or ‘when-ever’���, or is 
closely related to markers of modality» [4]� 
Conditionals have been classified in different 
ways by different linguists [5; 6; 7; 8]� werth 
summarised these different classification 
traditions and approaches [9]� there is a 
controversy over what makes the prototype of 
conditionals� for werth, the Content domain 
conditional is the prototypical form, whereas 
the other conditionals are more peripheral [9]� 
but for Comrie, a causal relation is the most 
prototipycal form of conditionals [6]�

the aim of this paper is to explore 
conditionals of a turkic language and to 
determine their places in turkish grammar� 
data were collected through the analysis of 
115 texts from Historical and Modern turkish 
area� these texts were written in different 
surroundings and with different themes� text 
analysis was employed when grammars were 
not sufficient for some modern turkish dialects� 

Historical texts of the turkish language were 
searched thoroughly and grammars of the 
modern turkish language were looked over� 
any progress or change of conditionals in the 
turkish language was noted�

{–sA(r)} as conditional marker was used even 
in the runiform inscriptions, the most ancient 
known document of the turkish language� 
this conditional marker takes part, contrary 
to indo-european languages, not in the head 
of protasis, but in the end of protasis� in the 
turkish language, lexical conditional markers 
have been used since the xth century and first 
appeared in turfan toyok Handwritten� in this 
text, lexical conditional markers were used 
in the head of sentence as ymä qaltı�  where 
as {–sA(r)} was used as conditional marker 
in the end of protasis� beginning with the 
xth century, especially through religious text 
translation from many different languages like 
Chinese, tokharian, indic the number of lexical 
conditional markers in the turkish language 
has increased� these lexical conditional 
markers such as qaltı, qalı, apam, birök, inçip, 
and so on are conditional markers of turkish 
origin� beginning with the xith century, 
in islamic texts, ägär, gär etc� conditional 
markers that belong to Persian language, 
have substituted for those of turkish origin� 
the lexical conditional markers that were 
borrowed from Persian language, especially in 
xiii-xvth century anatolian texts were used 
for conditional sentences without {–sA(r)} too� 
but {–sA(r)} has continued to play a part of 
conditional marker in both the historical and 
modern turkish language�

Many scientists [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 
16, 17] who expressed their opinions about 
origin of the morphem, except ramstedt [18], 
relate morphem {–sA(r)} to verb Proto turkish 
*sā– (old turkish sa–) that means ‘thinking, 
counting’� the common belief is that morphem 
{–sA(r)} is a combination of two concurrents: 
(–sA+r)� first component of the morphem was 
a free verb in the beginning, and later it has 
probably obtained a dependent morphem value 
through grammaticalisation�

Conditional morphem has been observed in 
different periods and surroundings throughout 
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approximately 1300 years written history of 
the turkish language� different alphabets that 
were used in these periods and surroundings 
have been studied to determine the spelling 
rules of the morphem� Some of those alphabets 
that have been used by turcs in early and 
middle periods inform us about phonemic and 
morpho-phonemic value of {–sA(r)}� Presence 
of partial and impartial letters in spelling of the 
morphem in the runiform inscriptions suggests 
that the morphem is dependent on the big vocal 
harmony [19]� it is also possible to determine 
the historical stages of {–sA(r)} through an 
analysis of spellings in turkish texts that were 
written with arabic and uiguric alphabets� 
these two alphabets were among the most 
widely used alphabets with the longest usage 
area of early and middle periods� Surroundings 
of the writing periods and the alphabets used 
provide ample information regarding the stages 
of the morphem: 1) writings with Systematic –
sAr2; 2) writings with both –sAr and –sA3; 3) 

2  in runiform inscriptions that have been written 
on both stone and also papers (e�g� tM 332) in late periods 
morphem {–sA(r)} usually was joined on verb bases that have 
back vowels as S1r1, on verb bases that have front vowels as 
S2r2� this spelling clearly displays that morphem dependent 
on vowel harmony: b1wl1S1r1 bols(a)r (kç w 9);wl1r1S1r1 
ol(u)rs(a)r (kt S 3; kt n 2; kt S 8); y1wr1iS1r1 yorıs(a)r 
(ton� first stone, e 6-7); t2iS2r2tis(ä)r (kt S 6-7; bk n 5); 
k2L2S2r2 k(ä)ls(ä)r (kt n 11); b2IL2S2r2bils(ä)r (ton� first 
stone, w 5-6); S1Ẅl2MS2r2 sül(ä)m(ä)s(ä)r (ton� first stone, 
e 3-4)� However, in spelling of morphem is saw diversities 
specially in two place of tonyukuk inscription and in grave 
inscription of yenisey area� first consonant of morphem has 
been indicated by front vowel S2 on verb bases that have back 
vowel in two place of tonyukuk inscription: y1wr1MS2r1 

yor(ı)m(a)s(a)r (ton� first stone, n 5-6); b1wl1S2r1 bols(a)
r (ton� first stone, S 6)� in same inscription, on a sample, 
this consonant is also able to give (S2) şs voice: k1b1S2r1 

k(a)b(ı)ş(sa)r (ton� first stone, S 5)� back vowel-front vowel 
differentiation of morphem, except for certain conditions, is 
able to make through etimologic reading in texts that have been 
written by Manihey alphabet� it came across with morphem 
regularly as –sAr in texts of Maniheist area that have been 
written by Uigur alphabet and in texts belonging to buddhist 
area as Maitrisimit nom bitig, Altun Yaruq, Hsüan Tsang 
Biyografisi and in certain texts of civilian uigur (as Pelliot 
ouıgour 1, 3)� Spelling of morphem is the same too in late 
period texts of buddhist area, in texts that have been written 
by kursiv writing and texts of Cristian turc area by Süryanî 
alphabet� it  came across forms that have long vowels in 
Mahāvagga that is text of turfan area and has been written by 
brāhmì writing: ërsēr (Mahāvagga, 3r); polsār (Mahāvagga, 
9r); totmāsār (Mahāvagga, 9r ) [19]�
3 Writings with both –sA(r) and –sA. it has started 
to be seen since xth century� it is seen as mixed spelling (both 

writings with Systematic –sA4;

in the modern turkish language conditional 
morphem can be displayed as below:
–sAr > –sA> Sw turkiye turkish, gagauz 

turkish, azeri turkish, Horasan 
turkish –sA>turkmen turkish – 
θA (also –sA);

Se uzbek –sä, uigur, yellow 
uigur –sa/–se, Salar –se;

nw  karachai-balkar, 
kazak turkish, 
kirgiz, karakalpak 
turkish, nogay, 
karaim troki, 
karaim Halich, 
tatar –sa/–se, 
kumuk –sa, kirgiz 
–sa/–se also –so/–sö  
tatar tomsk 

–sAr and –sA) in MS P(elliot) T(ibétain) in tibet alphabet 
that has been written in buddhist area and in uigur law docu-
ments and in Prens Qalyanamqara ve Papamqara Hikāyesi 
by uigur alphabet and in Pelliot Chinois 2998 that has been 
found in Hotan and in t ii y 19 that is a fortune-telling book� 
However, {–sAr} is dominant form in these texts� once again  
{–sAr} is seen in a place of Qutadgu Bilig that is one of first 
islamic works and has been written in xith century and there 
are editions in both uigur alphabet and arabic alphabet in 
where {–sA} is dominant form� and {–sAr} form is seen in a 
place of Nazmü’l-Hilāfiyyāt Çevirisi that has been writen in 
islamic area (in anatolia) in 1332 and is by arabic alphabet� 
this case is displayed from now on that {–sA} is a settled form 
in islamic-turc area in xith century [19]� it has been encoun-
tered {–zA} that is a spelling characteristic belonging to late 
period uigur texts just beside {–sAr} in some law documents: 
t’Pl’z’ taplaza (yur� (16): 13-14), t’Pl’M’z’ taplamaza 
(yur� (16):13-14) [19]�
4 Writings with Systematic {–sA} Conditional marker 
{–sAr} of old turkic is seen from now on regularly as morpho-
phonemic {–sA} in works by both arabic and uigur alphabet of 
islamic area except for works that have unsystematic spellings 
that they have been determined above since xith century, on the 
contrary to works of buddhist turc area� this case, surely also 
must be connected with to be determined standard form of lan-
guage of literature that will be developed by a new alphabet in 
a new religional area in State of karahanlı� work of Mahmut 
kâşgarî openly informs existence of an arrangement like this� 
Conditional marker is regularly {–sA} in middle and new period 
east and west turc areas of that foundation be based on tradition 
of writing language of karahanli, as unless to be distinction of 
area and surroundings [19]�
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(dialect) –za/–ze, 
bashkir –ha/–he;

ne altai –sA, –zA, – zO, 
tuva, Hakas, Shor –sA, 
–zA, Hakas (dialect)  
Sagay –za/–ze, ~  
–zo/–zö, tuba: before 
from person affix –sI, –zI, 
kumandi–kiji 
 –sa/–se, –za/–ze, –sı/–si, 
–zı/–zi;

Halach  –sA;
Chuvash –sA, –sAn, –sassên/–sessen, 
–ăttăm, –ĕttĕm;

> Saha –txr~–nxr, –lxr [19]�
it is diacronically examined {–sA(r)} as 

morpho-syntactic in detail had made available 
person-number concept ways more than one 
way such as total indicative and other moods 
and it has a modality value� it is seen that the 
verb on that is morphologic conditional marker 
carry verb to real conditional on tense line that 
run to the future from the present time and 
carry unreal conditional verb to the past tense 
with auxiliary like är– verb on that is the past 
tense morphologic markers as grammatical 
tense� as far as morpho-syntactic, a diacronic 
analysis of {–sAr} starting from the first text 
shows that except for having modality value, 
{–sAr} carries present person-number concept 
on itself through such different ways as whole 
informative and drafting mood� therefore, 
verb that has its own morphologic condition 
marker carries the verb to true condition over 
a time line that goes from present to future 
and carries unreal condition verb to past time 
through such auxiliaries as är– verb that has 
present time over own past time morphologic 
condition markers as grammatical time� in 
the first turkish written texts, verbs that their 
own morphologic condition markers, and 
direct protasises indicate a person-number� 
it appears that verbs with {–sAr} can have 
their own person-numbers� this structure first 
appeared in “early” Maniheist and buddhist 

surroundings texts of old turkish and was 
present in all of the stages of late old turkish, 
Middle and new turkish� 

in one of modern turkish languages, in 
Saha, it is seen as an ancient dialect as far as 
morphologication person markers and choice 
direction� in Saha {–sAr} morphem has been 
conserved� Saha is also known for its other 
ancient properties and level of its relations to 
lexical and morpho-syntactic characteristics of 
orhon-yenisey inscriptions [20]� at the same 
time, because of the reasons that structure in 
orhon-yenisey inscription is continued in 
Salar and Shira uigur dialects and present 
indefinite tense in turkmen dialect may obtain 
verb’s person-number projection through only 
Subject decleration [21] we can develop an 
understanding of the formation level of finished 
verb in turkish�

in the runiform inscriptions person 
projection isn’t seen in verbs that shared by 
the {–sA(r)} forms, in 10th century buddhist 
turc surroundings texts, person projection 
was started to be produced through person 
pronouns that take part right after verb+ending 
{–sA(r)}� «Prens Qalyanamqara and Papamqara 
Story» that antedated 10th century carry both 
none person marker and person affixes that 
originated from pronouns� «Qutadgu bilig», 
in 11th century islamic surroundings, was 
written in Hakaniye, in «Qısasü’l-enbiyā», in 
1310 year, was written in kharezm turkish, 
in «Husräv u Şirin» which belongs to kipchak 
turkic dialect, in «ryland edition of Qur’ān» 
and «Qur’ān tefsiri» (çkt) that was written 
in east turkish� both personal pronouns 
and possession affixes were used together 
in these famous texts� Similarly, in «behcet 
ül-Hadā’ik» which is placed in mixed language 
works both personal pronouns and possession 
affixes are presented� it catches our attention 
that in «Müyässiretü’l-‘ulūm», which was 
written in 16th century in west turkic writing 
language, both –sAvUz and –sAK forms were 
used for first plural person affix� thus, person 
projection that appeared on verbs that shared 
by the {–sA(r)} morphem in 10th century, took 
different forms in 11-14th centuries� beginning 
with 15th century, except for in west turkic 
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language area, different forms that are used for 
first plural person projection display that person 
projection that was originally a possession 
replaced personal pronouns [19]� 

Protasis in Verb–sA + Auxillary Verb 
är–Tense -di, has been determined since 
the begining from early works of islamic 
surroundings and has constituted only unreal 
conditional sentences� after from appearing 
of this structure, it is seen that sentences in 
Verb-Tense affix/Person affix + Auxillary Verb 
är+ -sär/ Auxillary Verb bol-sa(r) structure is 
used to tell cases about more real conditionals 
and times� if sentences in Verb-sA + Auxillary 
Verb är-+ Tense -miş and Verb-sA + Auxillary 
Verb är-kän structure is related evidential 
system and express senses of speaker (like this 
desire, doubt, regret) as related to knowledges, 
manners, experiences and sensations of 
speaker� these have modality value because 
Verb-makçı + Auxillary Verb bol-+ -sA 
structure tells intention, Verb-TENSE -yor+ 
Auxillary Verb är-sä and Verb-gan+ Auxillary 
Verb är-+TENSE -di + Auxillary Verb är-sä 
structures tell doubt, suspicion, Verb-gan + 
Auxillary Verb bol-sa structure tells desire, 
Verb-gan + Auxillary Verb bol-sa + Auxillary 
Verb är-TENSE-dim structure tells regret� 
Some other structures like Verb-a (tura) (är-di) 
+ Auxillary Verb är-sä or Verb-ıyçan (är-di) 
+ Auxillary Verb är-sä is related to actionsart 
in order to display frequency of work that is 
bounded to condition in past time�

Compound inflections in protasis, like 
is determined above, is constituted with 
auxiliaries är- and bol- ‘be’ (more rare)� it will 
be approptiate to collect these structures in two 
group as Verb-sA + Auxillary Verb är-Tense 
affix that bound to time condition and Verb–
Tense affix + Auxillary Verb är/bol-sA that 
bound to condition informative mood (for time 
inflection samples look: [19])�

negativity in {–sA(r)} structures is 
established through affix –ma– or such words 
as yok, değil� beginning from the oldest 
texts: k(a)zg(a)nm(a)s(a)r ‘if it doesn’t win’ 
(tunyukuk Second stone, e 4-5), –ma–  comes 
after verb and before {–sA(r)}. but, that does 
not mean that something negative always has 

to be unfavorable or vice versa� Sometimes a 
positively formed structure carries unfavority 
while a negative formed structure carries 
favority�

in some turkic written languages, usually 
affix +çX(~+şX) joins to verb + –sA to 
strengthen the meaning difference (kazakh 
bär–säkşi, ayt–saşı, ayt–sanızşı, ayt–samşı, 
tatar bul–saçı, tapşır–sançı, uzbek çik–
saçi, bar–sakçi, bulma–samçi [22]); and to 
add functions of compulsion desire to verbs 
(newuigur +–sa-ŋ-çu; kazakh +–sa-ŋ-şu 
[23], Şor -çı/-çi, ösnäŋ pol–za-çı ‘esli bı ros’ 
[24])� this –şI morphem that is given to end 
of condition inflection in kazakh gives verbs 
regret meaning at 1th and 3th persons; request 
and order meaning at 2th persons� nevertheless 
in kazakh, for the same function, koy word is 
added at the end of condition inflection and 
expresses request and wish [25]�

at {–sA(r)} sentences, as a general syntax 
rule, protasis comes ahead of apodosis� 
Meaning, first comes conditional peace and 
later comes peace of sentence expressing state 
or will become fact event that will appear at case 
of become fact/not become fact of condition� in 
this respect, it indicates similarity with english, 
french, etc� but while in these languages base 
condition marker ägär, if, etc� takes part at head 
of protasis in turkish, just like in Japanese 
and korean languages [26], condition marker,  
{–sA(r)} well-shaped as a dependent morphem 
takes part at the end of protasis as attached 
to verb� Protasis usually forms the theme of 
sentence, if apodosis form rheme of sentence� 
Protasis and apodosis have a distinct theme and 
a distinct rheme on their own� these structures 
of themes and rhemes are also formed the 
same way: theme ahead, rheme probe, but this 
structure usually changes especially in poems� 
at protasis, rule appropriate syntax is usually 
as followed: [[(conditional marker), subject, 
(object), (complement), predicate of protasis] 
[subject, (object), (complement), predicate of 
apodosis]]�

although, protasis is usually a time 
complement,  it sometimes becomes an object 
or subject etc�, of a sentence that forms the 
theme of apodosis, but still keeps its subject 
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and other sentence pieces of its own� but 
protasis does not form a sentence alone� to 
become a fact or not or to become a fact of 
work/being that is a subject of protasis do is 
given plan in way� Speaker does not have a 
certain judgement in this matter� namely, mode 
of subject at protasis is never certain, speaker 
only supposes whether it would become a 
reality� if at apodosis Mode of subject when 
first become/not become usually is exposed 
certainly� that is, uncertanity about the 
realization of the matter expressed in protasis 
limits protasis’s ability to form a sentence 
alone� because conditionals, as themes, are 
structures that are used as sentence peaces, 
structure of conditionals is more complex than 
that of simple sentences� Conditionals include 
some themes and rhemes in deep structure� 

Conditional marker –sA(r) is different 
from some gerundiums (–X, –Xp, –XbAn etc�) 
because it may carries more than one themes 
and rhemes� but some other gerundiums  
(–IncA, –dXkTA, –mAdAn etc�) are similar to 
morphem –sA(r) in terms of this characteristic� 
in –sA(r) clauses, subject of protasisis and 
apodosisis may be different� Protasisis set up 
the condition for whether a subject realizes 
a condition or not while subject of apodosis 
exposes a mode� whereas, gerundiums, except 
for gerundiums about time (–IncA, –dXkTA 
etc�), have only one theme� for example, in 
sentence of Ahmet koşarak gelir ‘ahmet comes 
running’ the theme is Ahmet� in a sentence like 
this, two themes and two subjects may not exist 
together� namely, *Ahmet koşarak (~ koşup; 
koşa koşa) Mehmet gelir is not a grammatically 
correct expression� nevertheless, in –p,  
–UbAn, –X, –ArAk gerundiums continuity is in 
question� ending of verb is only over base verb� 
in sentence of Ahmet koşarak geldi ‘ahmet 
came running’ koş-arak shows a continuity� 
whereas, the base verb, geldi, shows that 
action is completed� but in such gerundiums 
as –IncA, –dXKTA, –mAdAn and in a verb that 
carries {–sA(r)} whether the action is perfective 
is in question� verb draft whether in past or in 
future or in present tense, verb that takes on 
these affixes is necessary to be finished for to 
become fact or to not become fact of base verb� 

base verb comes true only after verb that takes 
these affixes is finished� in sentence Ahmet 
gelince gideriz ‘when ahmet comes we go’ or 
Ahmet gelirse gideriz ‘if ahmet comes we go’ 
will be made only after to come work becomes 
fact/finishes�

Sometimes morphem {-A} has also been used 
in lieu of {-sA(r)} in old anatolian turkish and 
turkiye turkish� apart from these, in turkiye 
turkish, following structures were formulated 
also as conditional structures� these structures 
in turkiye turkish have arised in recent years� 
these structures do not carry {–sA}:

[Verb-imperative+Promise sentences]
(1) Allah o günleri göstersin.  Sana yok, 

yok [27] – ‘if god shows those days, i’ll do 
anything you want’�

(2) Sabret, görürsün [28] – ‘if you have 
patience, you see’�

[Verb–dI mI (Verb-past perfect +
interrogative particle)]
(3) İlk parti İtalya’ya vardı mı, gerisinden 

korkma... [28] – ‘if/when the first part goes to 
italy, do not be afraid anymore���’�

[Verb-mood+Ama/yalnız/tek+… infinitive + 
yok/Verb-mood (usually imperative) + (de)]

(4) İlter: Bak anahtarı veririm ama sözünden 
dönmek yok! [29] – ‘if you do not renege, i’ll 
give the key’�

(5) Ne halt ederlerse etsinler. Yalnız bana 
görünmesinler! [30] – ‘they can do whatever 
they want, my only condition is that they don’t 
appeare to me’� 

in (5) yalnız is important for constitution of 
conditional permissive� Similar constructions 
could be constituted with tek or enclitic dA 
also instead of yalnız but only in the end of 
sentence: Ne halt ederlerse etsinler. Tek bana 
görünmesinler! / Ne halt ederlerse etsinler. 
Bana görünmesinler de!

it is necessary that verbs of both 
actual sentence should inflect in the 
imperative and with same personal ending: 
Verb+imperative+first person singular. Yalnız/
Tek … Verb+imperative+first person singular! 
(de); Verb+imperative+second person singular. 
Yalnız/Tek … Verb+imperative+second person 
singular! (de); Verb+imperative+3rd person 
singular. Yalnız/Tek … Verb+imperative+3rd 
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person singular! (de); Verb+imperative+ First 
person plural. Yalnız/Tek … Verb-imperative+ 
first person plural!(de); Verb+imperative+ 
Second person plural. Yalnız/Tek … Verb-
imperative+second person plural!(de); 
Verb+imperative+3rd person plural. Yalnız/ 
Tek … Verb-imperative+3rd person plural!(de);

[Verb-past perfect+ki+clause+clause]
(6) Baktım ki eksik geliyor ilave ederim. 

[30] – ‘if i find it insufficient, i would add’�
[Verb-imperative+ki+Verb-imperative/

optative]
dreams of the future can also be the reason 

for the appearance of a grammeme:
 (7) Farzet ki hürsün/açılır birdenbire kale 

kapıları. [31] – ‘if you imagine that you are 
free, the castle gates suddenly open’�

[Madem (ki) Verb-mood... Verb-mood] 
in these structures, usually, evidence 

is desired for claim of conditional clause� 
therefore condition is allowed by subjunctive 
modality� 

(8) Madem doktorumsun. Söyle bakalım, 
benim hastalığımın adı nedir?  [28] – ‘if you 
are my doctor, tell me what is my illness’�

(9) Madem ki bu kadar çok istiyorsun, 
öyleyse oyuna devam. [28] – ‘if you want so 
much, let’s continue the game’�

utterance (9) and (10) have alike structures, 
but in (10) verb in protasis is conjugated in 
past perfect (Madem bu kadar aceleniz vardı) 
thus it appears as casus irrealis� Speaker 
communicate to the addressed that speaker 
distrusts to addressed� 

(10) Madem bu kadar aceleniz vardı, niye 
hâlâ buradasınız? [28] – ‘if you had such a 
hurry, why are you still here’�

[Verb-mood+personal ending+dA+inter-
rogative pronoun]

(11) Dinliyorsunuz da, niye cevap 
vermiyorsunuz öyleyse? [28] – ‘despite the 
fact that you are listening, why aren’t you 
answering the question?/if you were listening, 
why didn’t you answer the question?’

(12) Peki, bu çocuk böyle bir sanat eğitimi 
görüyor da, nasıl olup da bu duruma düşüyor? 
[28] – ‘So, if the child is receiving such an art 
education, how is he getting into stiuation?’

(13) İnsanlığın yıkımına böyle isyan 

ediyorsun da, kendi yıkımına neden 
direnemiyorsun? [28] – ‘despite the fact that 
you are so rebelling to ruin of humanity, why 
aren’t you outstanding to your own ruin’�

in (11), enclitic da that takes place after 
conjugative verb assigning despite meaning� 
Such a structure is seen in (13) too� you 
can compare this structures with [f–sA da] 
structures as in (14)�

(14) Söylemesen de biliyorum [28] – ‘i know 
it despite the fact that you did not say to me’�

Conditional structures are also used for 
promises and threats� Conditional promises 
and threats are actually connected to the 
effects on addressed of the narrative style� the 
role of reward and punishment as regulator of 
human behavior is one of the important issues� 
a conditional threat sentence not only has 
reporting negative consequences to addressed 
but also has the desire to dissuade from making 
the move� the speaker wants the addresses to 
do or not to do the moves�

[Verb+past perfect+personal ending 
(x 2) Same verb-negation particle+past 
perfect+personal ending (x 2) or same verb-
negation particle+past perfect+personal 
ending+clause]

(15) Oldu oldu, olmadı olmadı! [31] – ‘if it 
happened, happened, if it did not happen, did 
not happen’�

(16) Geldin geldin, gelmedin sen bilirsin – 
‘Come� otherwise, you know (that…)’�

Structures like in (16) arised in turkiye 
turkish in recent years� Such sentences carry 
threat and are seen in spoken turkish�

Main conditionals of turkic language 
are structures with morphem {–sA(r)}� 
these structures have experienced phonetic, 
morphological, semantic etc� changings 
in historical process; they have lost some 
expression properties and they have 
obtained some new expression properties� 
time expression of it has weakened, on the 
contrary condition, wish, estimate, opposition, 
comparision, invariable, unconcern etc� 
meanings of it have strengthened� it is seen 
that {–sAr} has got modality properties in the 
runiform inscriptions� Conditional sentences 
are related with epistemic modality because 
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of they have present prediction propped up to 
obtained knowledge and experiment and they 
are related with deontic modality because of 
they inform to listener necessaries that they are 
made� therefore, conditional sentences have 
been developed towards to mood� 

as conditional markers in historical 
periods of the turkish language, morphem 
{-A} and lexical conditional markers 
eger, ger etc� have also been used� apart 
from these, in turkiye turkish, following 
structures were formulated also as conditional 
structures: [Verb-imperative+Promise 
sentences]; [Verb–dI mI (Verb-past 
perfect+interrogative particle)]; [Verb-
mood+Ama/yalnız/tek+… infinitive+yok/
Verb-mood (usually imperative)+(de)]; 
[Verb-mood+ki+clause+clause]; [Verb-
imperative+ki+Verb-imperative/optative]; 
[Madem (ki) Verb-mood... Verb-mood]; [Verb-
mood+personal ending+dA+interrogative 
pronoun]; [Verb+past perfect+personal 
ending (x 2) Same verb-negation particle+past 
perfect+personal ending (x 2) or same verb-
negation particle+past perfect+personal 
ending+clause].
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